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LOCAL

WEATHER

Fourteen-day forecast:
Dry conditions can be expected over most of South Africa in
the next week. There is however a good chance of rain over
the eastern parts of the country from 24 September
onwards.

North America:
Hot and dry conditions are forecast for North
America. Grain conditions are already below the
5-year average as a result of the severe drought and
high temperatures that persist over parts of the
corn belt.

INTERNATIONAL

WEATHER
South America:
The northern parts of Brazil can start looking forward
to rain and it appears that the system is moving
further inland. That will be beneficial to the country,
as early planting could then commence.

IMPORT AND EXPORT

PARITIES
OCT’20

DEC’20

MAR’21

JUL'21

PMB import parity

R3 622

R3 667

R3 653

R3 689

Cape import parity

R3 322

R3 384

R3 388

R3 407

SAFEX yellow maize

R3 205

R3 205

R3 170

R2 850

Export parity

R2 837

R2 850

R2 825

R2 733

INTERNATIONALE

AGRICULTURE
FOCUS: Mozambique
Maize:
•
•
•

•
•

The price of maize in this country is high due to high demand.
The activity of extremist groups in the country caused about
500 000 people to flee the northern regions and consequently
some crops could not be harvested.
This led to a decrease in the total production in the country and
price increases.
The new harvest estimate was adjusted downward, but still stands
at a healthy volume of between 2,4 and 2,5 million ton.
The average annual consumption of maize is between 1,9 and
2 million ton, of which 150 000 – 200 000 ton is imported from
South Africa for the southern parts of Mozambique.

INTERNATIONAL

AGRICULTURE
USA: crop conditions as at 14 September 2020
Maize:

Excellent

Soybean: Excellent

= 14%

= 13%

Good

Good

= 46%

= 50%

Fair

Fair

= 25%

= 26%

Poor

Poor

= 10%

= 8%

Very poor

Very poor

= 5%

= 3%

INTERNATIONAL

AGRICULTURE
USA Harvest Progress as at 14 September 2020

Dough stage

Pod formation stage

- 100%

- 100%

Dent stage
- 89%
Maturity stage
- 41%

Lost leaves stage
- 31%

LOCAL

AGRICULTURE
2020/21 season

White maize

• Export = 346 297t
• Previous week = 13 820 t
• Import = 0 t

Destination for majority of exports:

WM export:

Yellow maize

•
•
•
•

Export = 1 075 665t
Previous week= 96 730t
Import = 0 t
Previous week = 0 t

Zimbabwe = 34%

YM export
Taiwan = 39%

LOCAL

AGRICULTURE

Cumulative oilseed producer deliveries as at 11 September

Total soybean
deliveries

Soybean:
Deliveries in previous week
= 1,060 t

=

Total
sunflower
deliveries

1 198 330t

=
778 390t

Percentage of
crop delivered

Percentage of
crop delivered

=

=

95%

99%

Sunflowers:
Deliveries in previous week
= 0,415 t

LOCAL

AGRICULTURE
Cumulative maize producer deliveries as at 11 September
WM1

WM2

WM3

• Total = 6 328 667t
• Previous week = 40 372 t

• Total = 907 948 t
• Previous week = 17 332 t

• Total = 261 236 t
• Previous week = 12 926 t

Total white
maize
deliveries

Total yellow
maize
deliveries

=
7 557 653 t

=
5 770 849 t

Percentage
of crop
delivered

Percentage
of crop
delivered

= 84%

= 88%

YM1

YM2

YM3

• Total = 5 402 008 t
• Previous week = 18 060 t

• Total = 252 550 t
• Previous week = 2 165 t

• Total = 24 940 t
• Previous week = 684 t

EXCHANGE RATE

R/$
The South African currency performed better
against the US dollar today. The strengthening of
the rand can be attributed to the slackening of
lockdown rules and the fact that the repo rate was
left unchanged.
At a technical level the rand reached the critical
level of R16,50 and its next target is R15,80.

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL

NEWS

Repo rate left unchanged

On 17 September, the South African Reserve Bank left
the repo rate unchanged at 3,5%, while the prime
lending rate remains at 7%. The announcement came
as no surprise to the markets, as economists have
already been predicting this step. Since the outbreak
of the Covid-19 pandemic, the Reserve Bank has
already cut the lending rate to commercial banks by
300 basis points to offer relief to the markets.
Read more:
https://www.moneyweb.co.za/news/economy/rese
rve-bank-holds-repo-rate-at-3-5-draft-copy/

Opinion:
The fact that the repo rate was left unchanged,
means that the lending rate to the public will remain
the same. This is good news for producers with loans
from various institutions.

October fuel prices

Fuel consumers can expect relief in the prices of
both petrol and diesel. The AA calculated the
drop in fuel prices to be R0,36 and estimated
that the price of diesel could drop by as much as
R0,88. The decrease in fuel prices is due to the
improved performance of the South African
currency against the US dollar, as well as the fact
that oil prices have stabilised in the world
markets.
Read more:
https://www.iol.co.za/motoring/industrynews/october-fuel-price-outlook-good-newsfor-petrol-great-news-for-diesel-6f78b3de620e-4801-b950-c1ceecf40d95
Opinion:
The lower fuel prices could not have come at a better
time for farmers, as they will begin planting in the next
month.

Weather conditions in
South Africa
While spring has arrived over most parts of the country,
there are still some areas caught in the grip of winter.
Minimum temperatures of below 5 degrees Celsius as well
as frost can be expected over parts of the central and
southern interior until Saturday.
Very little rain is forecast for September over the summer
rainfall regions, but there is a good chance of rain during
the first week of October and especially in the second
week of the month.
As far as the north-western parts are concerned, the
likelihood of rain during the last part of October and from
November onwards, looks promising.
Read more:
https://www.netwerk24.com/landbou/Nuus/nog-koueen-reen-verwag-20200914
Opinion:
Cold weather in the interior prevents soil temperatures
from rising, which will delay early plantings.

SUMMARY

• Dry weather can be expected in South Africa this
week. In the following week, chances of rain over
the eastern parts of the country are however good
.
• SAFEX yellow maize is trading close to import
parity in the near months. New season prices are
moving very close to export parity, classifying new
season maize as reasonably inexpensive.
• This week, the South African currency generally
traded stronger against the US dollar, which has a
negative impact on local grain prices.

PRICE

RISK MANAGEMENT
300

Minimum/Maximum price

Min/Max price

A put option is bought for the client to establish a minimum level. To keep costs low,
a call option is simultaneously sold, which establishes the maximum price.
200

Should the market in future reach the maximum level (call option) the client will
receive a short futures position which will force the client to deliver at the maximum
price level.

100

0
2200 2300 2400 2500 2600 2700 2800 2900 3000 3100 3200 3300 3400 3500 3600

If the market price trades at the minimum level (long put option), the client can be
sure that they will be able to deliver at the minimum level no matter how far the
price falls below this level.
Example:

-100

-200

-300

-400

The client buys a put option @ R2 560 (minimum level) at a cost of R120/t. At the
same time, the client also sells a call option @ R 3000 (maximum level) at a premium
of R25/t. The client can now receive a minimum price of R2 560/t and a maximum
price of R3 000/t for his grain.
The cost of the strategy will be R120 (put) – R25 (call) = R95/t.
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